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NEWS

A Note From the Editor
The last few months have been hectic with a lot of Antarctic activities happening
including mid winter celebrations around the country, exhibitions relating to
Antarctic artists and Heroic Era expeditions, the Annual General Meeting for the
Society, the Annual Antarctic Conference hosted by Antarctica New Zealand
and of course the opening of the 2010/2011 Antarctic season to name just a few.
You may notice that this issue of the Antarctic is a bumper one with a double edition
of news, events and articles for your enjoyment. The reason for this lies in the rather
large 7.1 earthquake which hit Canterbury on 4 September. The earthquake disrupted
normal life, including limiting access to computers and buildings (and files
relating to the Antarctic publication) and streets. Life remains somewhat disordered
due to the continued aftershocks and the backlog created from damage. While some
Christchurch and Canterbury members of the Antarctic community and Society
have sustained damage the usual Antarctic season opening activities were still
held – albeit including emergency procedures in case of a large aftershock.
The international Antarctic community was rocked in late October with the news
that four Frenchmen were killed in a helicopter crash around 100 km from the
French Dumont d’Urville research base in Adélie Land, in south-east Antarctica.
The dead included the pilot, a mechanic and two researchers from Institut polaire
Paul-Emile Victor in France. The helicopter had been transporting staff and supplies
between the French research vessel Astrolabe and the base when the crash occurred.
The search and recovery mission was supported by both the Australian and
US Antarctic programmes. The New Zealand Antarctic community sent its
sympathies to the families of the men and to the French Antarctic Programme.
This issue includes a new section titled Regional Roundup. This section is
intended to include an overview of the Antarctic related activities held by the
New Zealand Antarctic Society and other Antarctic related organisations.
While the Branch Chairpeople and Society President will be updating me with
events I would welcome information, images and suggestions for this section.
Thank you to all the people who send in articles and ideas – without you the
publication could not exist. I am always looking for new stories and am happy
to provide guidelines for prospective authors. The next issue of Antarctic will be
published in April 2011 so I wish all readers a very happy and stress free Christmas.
Natalie
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New Zealand History-Net
Features Antarctica
“Antarctica and New Zealand share a long and rich history”, said Imelda Bargas, Historian,
NZHistory.net.nz, Ministry for Culture and Heritage. A new feature on NZHistory.net.nz tells the
stories of some of the people, events and places associated with Antarctica and New Zealand.
Read
about
New
Zealander
Clarence Hare, a steward on Scott’s
Discovery expedition; of the first long
distance flights into Antarctica from
New Zealand; or of New Zealand’s
involvement in caring for the huts
of the first explorers in the Ross Sea
region, and many more stories.
The collection of stories is
complemented by an annotated
timeline which provides an overview
of links between New Zealand and the
Antarctic 
from Abel Tasman’s 1642
voyage in search of the ‘great southern
continent’ to the present day.
“New Zealanders took part
in Antarctic exploration from the
mid-19th century, initially as members
of other nations’ expeditions. The first
was probably Tuati, who sailed on a
United States-led voyage in 1839–40.
Another New Zealander, Alexander
Von Tunzelmann, possibly became the
first man to set foot on the Antarctic
mainland with a Norwegian-led
expedition in 1895,” said Bargas.
“In the 20th century overseas
explorers on their way to the Antarctic
– including Robert Falcon Scott,
Ernest Shackleton and Richard E.
Byrd – regularly visited New Zealand.
They also took on New Zealanders as
expedition members”.
“New Zealand became involved
in Antarctica in its own right in the
mid-20th century. Scott Base was
established as part of the country’s
commitment to the Commonwealth
Trans-Antarctic Expedition (1955–58)
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and the International Geophysical
Year (1957–59). Sir Edmund Hillary
made his memorable ‘dash to the
Pole’, while New Zealand geologists
explored 103,600 km² of uncharted
territory. In 1979 Antarctica was the
scene of one of this country’s greatest
catastrophes, the Erebus air disaster,
which killed 257 people,” said Bargas.
The website also includes a
map of sites of shared Antarctic and
New Zealand significance. Visitors
are encouraged to suggest new sites

or provide historical information
or photographs of existing ones.
NZHistory.net.nz has drawn
on collections from a wide range of
institutions. These include historical
photos
and
manuscripts
from
Canterbury Museum and Antarctica
New Zealand, radio recordings
from Sound Archives, and film from
Archives New Zealand.
Those familiar with Antarctic
history are encouraged to test their
knowledge in the quiz.

Visit the feature at:

www.nzhistory.net.nz/politics/antarctica-and-nz
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Regional Roundup
Friday 18 June

Mid-Winter Reception – Wellington
Antarctic Society members, including Patron Peter Barrett and
author and psychologist Tony Taylor along with diplomatic
representatives from Antarctic Treaty signatory nations
attended a reception at Turnbull House. A series of Toasts
was proposed. North Island Vice President, Nicola Jackson,
proposed the ‘Loyal Toast’, followed by Antarctic veteran
Randal Heke, who proposed the Toast to ‘Past Parties’ on the
theme of Scott Base a ‘Home away from Home’. The Toast
for the ‘Present Parties’ came via telephone from the Scott
Base leader who spoke of the -30º temperature. The ‘Toast
to the Treaty Nations’ proposed by Lou Sanson, CEO of
Antarctica New Zealand was followed by drinks and nibbles.
Saturday 19 June

Mid-Winter Dinner – Scott Base
The Chef at Scott Base pulled out the stops again and
put on a magnificent meal to celebrate Mid-Winter.
Winter Manager, Tom Arnold summed up the feelings of
the personnel at Scott Base when he said
“Those that have come before us and those that will follow
in our footsteps I’m sure will all agree that over-wintering
in Antarctica is an unforgettable, challenging and unique
experience. Only the people whom you share these
adventures with will be able to relate to these memories
that will stay with you forever.”

Scott Base 2010
Mid-Winter Dinner Menu

Canapés: Garlic prawns, seared beef
bruschetta and petite corn
fritters with avocado salsa.

Appetizer: Bacon wrapped asparagus and
balsamic reduction on toasted
Ciabatta with walnut pate.

Entrée:
Main:

Spinach soup with sourdough bread.
New Zealand venison with a
blackberry jus, kumara and
pumpkin mash, braised red
cabbage and green beans.

Cleanser: Cranberry and blackberry sorbet
Dessert:

Dark chocolate cheesecake
with a berry coulis

Dinner to be followed by tea and
coffee with handmade chocolates
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Some of the attendees at the Christchurch Mid-Winter Dinner. Image courtesy Sarah Bouckoms.

Saturday 19 June

Mid-Winter Dinner – Christchurch
Canterbury members of the Antarctic Society gathered at the
Canterbury Club in Christchurch to celebrate Mid-Winter.
Invited speaker Ursula Rack gave a very interesting Antarctic
history talk before the attendees were invited into the bar
area to see original artefacts relating to Shackleton and
Scott’s visits to the club during their expeditions.
Saturday 19 June

Old Antarctic Explorers Mid-Winter
Reunion – Lake Ohau Lodge
A small group of around 30 stalwarts, including Antarctic
artist Austin Deans, gathered at Lake Ohau Lodge in the
Mackenzie Country to celebrate their times in Antarctica.
Apart from a good dinner, a highlight of the weekend was
the fireside talk by invited speaker Jim Cowie. Jim provided
a more intimate look at the issues and achievements of being
the Project Manager for two large scale drilling projects; the
Cape Roberts Project (CRP) and the subsequent Antarctic
Drilling Project (Andrill).
Monday 5 July – Wednesday 7 July

Annual Antarctic Conference: A Taste of the Ice
This very successful conference was held at Canterbury
University and included talks and poster sessions detailing
the successes of the 2009/2010 Antarctic season and
telling of the activities of various groups with interests
in Antarctica. New Antarctic scientists were encouraged
with a workshop run by the Association of Polar Early
Career Scientists (APECS) and the Antarctic Postgraduate
Scholarship winners were announced. The event was topped
off with a buffet meal at the Antarctic Attraction.
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Thursday 23 September

Reflections on Colin Bull (1928–2010)
A gathering held at Victoria University of Wellington
remembered the late Colin Bull. Friends in the Antarctic
community spoke, recalling their work associations,
friendships and memories of Colin. These included Peter
Webb (by telephone from Ohio), Peter Barrett, Tim Naish
and Andrew Mackintosh.
Friday 24 September

Canterbury Museum Tour for Antarctic Dignitaries
A group of National Science Foundation, United States
Antarctic Programme personnel, Ambassadors and
New Zealand High Commissioners were given a tour of
the Antarctic Gallery at Canterbury Museum. The visitors
also toured the exhibition The Heart of the Great Alone,
showcasing the photography of Hurley and Ponting.
Friday 24 September

Season Opening
The 2010/2011 season got off to a successful start with a
wonderful evening event with Antarctic themed food and
drinks at the Horticultural Hall, Hagley Park, Christchurch.
Despite the ongoing aftershocks there was a great turnout,
with excellent speeches. One highlight of the night was
the presentation by Christchurch Mayor Bob Parker to
Art Brown of the US Antarctic Program of a Civic Award
recognising his contribution in Antarctica.

Joan Druett and Randal Heke at the Sir Holmes Miller Lecture

Friday 8 October

Sir Holmes Miller Memorial Lecture – Wellington
This annual event for the Wellington Branch was presented
by maritime historian and author Joan Druett on the topic
of Shipwrecks and Castaways, the creation of a nineteenth
century bestseller. Joan spoke of her research into the
shipwreck of the Grafton on the Auckland Islands in
1865. Her interest was sparked by the journal written in
seal blood by one of the survivors and the international
success of Francois Raynal’s account published at the
time. Joan analysed the survival of the Grafton crew,
and examined the reasons for the book’s stunning success.
Friday 5 November

Saturday 25 September

Visit to Quail Island with Baden Norris
An enthusiastic group of people headed off to Quail Island
for an afternoon of Antarctic history with Baden Norris.
A highlight of the day was meeting members of the Quail
Island Trust.
Sunday 26 September

Church Service
The traditional church service to begin the summer season was
held at Christchurch Cathedral. Despite an aftershock rocking
the congregation, the service continued including the formal
handing of the Challice from the Anglican Cathedral where it
passes the winter to the Catholic priest who will carry it to the
Chapel of the Snows at McMurdo Station for the summer.
Sunday 26 September

Wreath Laying at Scott’s Statue – Christchurch
A good crowd gathered at Robert Falcon Scott’s statue by
the Avon River to commemorate the 100th anniversary of
the British Antarctic Expedition 1910–1913 and celebrate
the continuation of research in Antarctica. Antarctic Society
President Graham White delivered an inspirational speech
before two wreaths were laid at the base of the statue.
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Visit of Hillary Clinton to Christchurch
Antarctic Programmes
As part of Hillary Clinton’s visit to New Zealand she came
to Christchurch where her first event was the presentation
of a commemorative air navigation chart marking
the flight path between Christchurch and Antarctica.
Clinton spoke to a group of scientists, explorers, and
New Zealand and American Antarctic programme personnel
at the International Antarctic Centre campus. The map,
which features the names of the dogs and ponies used
during the Fram and Terra Nova expeditions, was given
to Canterbury Museum’s Antarctic collection.
Saturday 6 November

New Zealand Antarctic Society AGM – Auckland
Sunday 7 November, Friday 12 November, Sunday 14 November

Lunch with photographer Jane Ussher
Members from Canterbury, Wellington and Auckland had
the opportunity to celebrate the release of Still Life: Inside
the Antarctic Huts of Scott and Shackleton by Jane Ussher.
At each venue Jane spoke about her trip to Antarctica and
the photographs she took to create the book.
45
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Under the sea ice.
Image courtesy Rod Budd, NIWA
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Ice Diving
by Rod Budd

My dive buddy and I walk to the dive hole. I sit on the edge of the ice then slide in, bracing
myself for any chilly drysuit leaks. Someone passes me the camera; I dump air from my
suit and submerge just below the surface so the tenders can see if there are any air leaks.
They will signal me with my safety line if there are any problems. I sink down through the
4-metre-deep and 1.5-metre-wide ice hole, checking the camera for leaks – no problems so
I continue down past the bottom of the hole into the sea below. I level out under the ice
and move to one side to wait for my dive buddy. It’s quite dark and it takes a while for my
eyes to adjust but eventually I can see the bottom 24 metres beneath me. In stark contrast
to the surface, the seafloor is teeming with life: starfish, urchins, sponges and seaweeds are
everywhere. Giant nemertean worms up to 2 metres long drape themselves across the gravel
and rocks. It is spectacular.
I can see the shoreline over 400 metres away. During summer
the underwater visibility can be measured in hundreds
of metres. A pair of fins appears from the hole above and
soon my dive buddy is through and has levelled out in
front of me. We do a quick check for bubbles (leaks), trade
OK signals and begin to descend. During the descent I’m
concentrating on whether my drysuit is leaking (pretty easy
to spot that one!), checking that my regulators are working
properly, keeping my buoyancy under control, monitoring
the camera housing for leaks – and I keep half an eye on my
buddy. If everything is OK by the time we reach the bottom,
chances are everything will function fine for the rest of the
dive. As we near the sea floor we trim out and hover above
the sediment, touching nothing. I give one pull on the rope
(I am OK) and wait for the line tender to return my signal
(one pull). Another OK to my buddy, everything’s fine – time
to go to work.

IceCUBE
IceCUBE (Coastal Underwater Benthic Ecosystems) is NIWA’s
diving-based Antarctic research programme, investigating
coastal Ross Sea ecosystems. As you might imagine, science
diving in Antarctica is very different from the diving we
do back in New Zealand. Firstly, it is very cold. The water
temperature here is -1.92 Celsius; it hurts to put your bare
hand in it for more than a few seconds. Secondly, the sea-ice
is over 4 metres thick (what divers refer to as an ‘overhead
environment’). You have to squeeze through a hole in the
ice just to get in the water and you need to be able to be
able to find your way back to the hole when you’re done.
And, thirdly, Antarctica is very remote and our field sites
are a long way from Scott Base. Getting medical assistance
normally involves an air med-evac. These are weatherdependent and in Antarctica that means they can be hours or
days away. So how do we deal with these issues?
Continued over
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Ice Diving
Diving under thick ice is similar to diving inside caves or wrecks
in that, in an emergency, the divers are unable to swim directly to
the surface. If something goes wrong underwater we need to be
able to deal with it down there and then make a controlled exit.
At NIWA we have adopted the equipment technical divers use to
explore deep caves and wrecks and our operational procedures
are based on those used by navy ‘ships divers’.

Operational Procedures
Each dive session requires six people. That’s two working
divers; one fully dressed standby diver, two line tenders, and one
dive supervisor. The working divers are tied to safety lines and
these lines are managed by the surface line tenders. We use safety
lines for various reasons. They are a means of communication
(via a system of predetermined rope signals); the divers only
have to follow the safety line up to locate the dive hole; and if we
have to deploy the standby diver, they can follow the line directly
down to the distressed diver. We also use radios or satellite
phones to advise Scott Base when we are diving.

Cold
It can be pretty chilly in October. We have experienced -40 Celsius
excluding wind chill, so we erect a large heated Polar Haven tent
over the dive hole. This keeps the divers warm before the dives
and allows them to warm up afterward. It also keeps the topside
team warm. We hang dive gear in the tent to dry and we store the
dive compressors inside to make them easier to start.

Thermal Protection
We protect ourselves from the cold water by wearing drysuits
with thick thermal underwear which is a bit like a sleeping
bag with arms and legs. Three- or five-fingered dry gloves attach
to the suit and a neoprene hood keeps the diver’s head warm.
Continued over

Inside the dive tent. Image courtesy Rod Budd, NIWA.
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Getting ready to dive.
Image courtesy Rod Budd, NIWA.
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A lovely day at the dive site. Image courtesy Rod Budd, NIWA.

A not so nice day at the dive site. Image courtesy Rod Budd, NIWA.

It’s a trade off between having enough insulation so you
don’t get too cold, but not so much padding that you
lose dexterity and mobility. Divers are normally happy to
sacrifice some warmth to maintain flexibility.
The cold also affects the divers’ breathing regulators.
Regulators can freeze open and the result is an uncontrolled
loss of gas. This is called a free-flow. Free-flows and drysuit
leaks are the most common problems we have under the ice.

Finally, our divers receive extra training on a three-day
course at Lake Alta up at the Remarkables ski field. Lake
Alta freezes over in the winter and this gives the divers a taste
of what they can expect when they venture under the ice in
Antarctica. This equipment setup, in conjunction with well
prepared divers and a good topside team, allow us to manage
all kinds of potential underwater emergencies.

Regulator Free-flows
A regulator free-flow is potentially very serious as a diver
can lose a lot of breathing gas very quickly. We manage
this problem by using high-quality equipment, configured
in a particular way. We also carry lots of spare breathing
gas. A recreational diver would normally use an 80 cubic
foot aluminium dive cylinder. When we dive under the ice,
we use twin steel cylinders that give each diver a total of
210 cubic feet of breathing gas.
One of the rules for diving in an overhead environment
is “diving thirds”: you use one third of your gas on the way
in, leave one third to exit and one third in reserve. During a
40 minute dive we would normally use only one third to one
half of our gas supply in total so we have plenty to spare.
We also have two separate breathing regulators, one on
each tank, and the two tanks are joined with an isolation
manifold. If a diver’s regulator starts to free-flow, they
can switch to their backup regulator then shut-down the
tank valve with the free-flowing regulator to conserve gas.
The divers can then head back to the dive hole in a slow and
controlled ascent. If both regulators fail or the diver loses all of
their breathing gas, they can share gas with their dive buddy
to get back to the hole. Each diver has one regulator with a
hose that is 2.1 metres long; this allows them to exit through
the narrow dive hole in single file while still sharing gas.
50

Mitigating the Risk of Decompression Illness
Another problem that can affect divers is decompression illness
(DCI). There is a long list of things that can make a diver
more susceptible to DCI and we go to great lengths to address
as many of them as possible. The divers stay well hydrated
and keep warm prior to diving. They try to stay as warm as
possible during the dives and the dive tent helps them warm
up afterward. All dives are well within the no-decompression
limits (i.e., shallow and short) and the divers carry out three to
five minute safety stops at 6 metres water depth while breathing
a 50% mixture of oxygen and nitrogen (nitrox). Dive times are
limited to 40 minutes and each diver can carry out a maximum
of two dives per day for a maximum of four days in a row
before having to stand down for a day. This is quite conservative
compared to the procedures we follow back in New Zealand,
but we are a long way from home. As with all diving, there is
always a small risk of a dive-related injury and since help can be
up to several days away we carry an very extensive medical kit
and one of our team has advanced medic training.
Diving safely in Antarctica is paramount and it’s a logistical
challenge that begins many months before we even land on
the Ice. It takes a lot of planning and preparation and an
enormous amount of support from Antarctica New Zealand.
Our equipment and training is first rate and we have a very
cohesive and dedicated team. It’s a fantastic place to do science
and a very, very special place to dive.
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Erection of the Royal New Zealand
Air Force Hangar at Scott Base
By Randal Heke, leader of Scott Base and Aircraft Hangar Construction teams 1956–57 and 1950–60

My first visit to Antarctica was on HMNZS Endeavour with the late Sir Edmund Hillary’s
Trans-Antarctic Expedition at the end of 1956 more than 53 years ago. My second trip in
the summer of 1959 was to build an aircraft hanger at Scott Base. I travelled on board the
American ice breaker Glacier, one of the most powerful ice breakers in existence at the time.
Crashing our way through the pack ice around the Antarctic
Circle was an awesome experience as the Glacier steered
towards the Bay of Whales in the Ross Sea. The ship’s task
was to evacuate the remaining personnel on the last of the
American Amundsen scientific stations which were severely
damaged and unsafe due to the weight of ice covering all
the buildings. Originally built on top of the Ross Ice Shelf,
it would only be a matter of time before it would break away
and drift north as an iceberg carrying the deserted buildings
with it. We then headed around the corner to McMurdo
Sound passing close to the spectacular sight where the
Ross Ice Shelf meets the sea.

My assignment was to erect an aircraft hangar
to provide shelter and protection for the two Royal
New Zealand Air Force aircraft; the Beaver and Auster
which were part of the Scott Base operations. The primary
construction team consisted of eight army engineers from
Burnham military camp. These were later joined for a short
period by a number of seamen from the Endeavour who
provided excellent support. The hangar was in fact a huge
Meccano-type building shipped directly from Australia
which not been sighted until the components arrived at
Scott Base.
Continued over

Hangar under construction.
Image courtesy Randle Heke.
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In Wellington I had seen some basic plans and had to
work out how to erect the metal structure, the columns,
portal roof beams, purlins and braces without drilling
equipment or a mobile crane. We would have to somehow
dig holes in the ground for the foundations of T-shaped
rolled steel joist (RSJ) beams with a flat plate on top to
anchor and bolt the steel columns on. Once the site was level,
I soon found the ground was totally frozen and the so called
permafrost extremely hard and concrete-like. The nearby
Americans at McMurdo Station heard of my difficulties
and sent over a large mechanical drilling machine but it was
ineffective and could not be used. As it was impossible to use
pick and shovels, I had to resort to using small explosives
much to the concern of the resident seismologist. Any blips
on his record could be attributed to my necessary actions.
It was hard work preparing the holes for the foundations,
but once they were about a metre deep the steel RSJ’s were
placed in the holes then filled with water and stones that
not long afterwards froze solid. It was absolutely essential
in assembling this metal structure, where all the components
were bolted and screwed together, that the positioning of the
columns and corner angles were accurately set out. Thankfully,
and although it was very cold at times, this accuracy was
achieved and I used a surveyor’s levelling instrument to be
assured of this vital point before starting the main assembly.
Once the columns were bolted to the foundation plates,
I then had the problem of raising the roof trusses onto the

top of the columns. After much thought and discussions
in Wellington, I had no alternative but to use a ‘gin’ pole.
The pole was placed in the centre of the site and with the
use of a Ferguson tractor and a pulley on top of the pole
the trusses were hoisted into position. Next we fitted the
purlins and braces which, due to the smallest of tolerance in
the bolt holes and using leather gloves, was a testing time for
the construction teams especially on those days when it was
extremely cold with the wind blowing from the South Pole.
Having assembled the main structure, the framework
was covered with 12 mm plywood coated with Albi-R;
a fireproof retardant brushed on by hand. The plywood

Explosive blasting to create foundations. Image courtesy Randle Heke.

Building the main structure using a ‘gin pole’.
Image courtesy Randle Heke.
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panels on the walls and roof were covered with ex-railway
tarpaulins with the word “condemned” written in bold
letters on the surface. Timber battens were nailed onto the
tarpaulins to securely fix the heavy canvas to the plywood
backing. A visiting Australian to Scott Base was disgusted to
see his so-called building littered with such lettering.
The erection of this hangar may sound straight forward
but the sometimes very cold temperatures, snow on the
ground and the occasional strong, cold winds made working
conditions very unpleasant. The very fact all the components
were bolted and screwed together made the whole task a
real challenge and a large portion of Kiwi ingenuity was
required. I had bought two gas bottles just in case the bits
and pieces did not fit into the bolt and screw holes but
thankfully they were never needed.
I was fortunate to have a very good construction team
and these young army engineers were committed, working
long hours and were very competent in all areas of this form
of construction. The late Commander Jim Lennox-King of
the Royal New Zealand Navy was Base Leader at the time
and he was most co-operative in meeting any of my requests
and we worked well together.
I write this story to celebrate the construction of this
aircraft hangar erected in January 1960 which has over
the past 50 years withstood some of the worst weather
conditions imaginable; the strong blizzards, severe wind
gusts blowing across the Ross Ice Shelf and the cold and

freezing conditions of ice and snow in the air and on
the ground.
In such a diverse climate and the hazards we faced,
I feel elated at our success and what the construction team
achieved. The hangar building still stands erect today.
It was my responsibility and at times I had to make the hard
decisions as the project leader. I prefer not to think about
what would have happened if the bolts and screws had
not fitted in this huge Meccano set!
Unfortunately the Beaver aircraft crashed while we were
at Scott Base and the building only had limited use as an
aircraft hangar before the becoming primarily a storage
facility and accommodation for summer parties.
Besides building an aircraft hangar, there were other
buildings to erect including a new garage to house the
tractors and a new Aurora radar station on top of Arrival
Heights, a hilltop behind Scott Base. Not knowing the route
to drive the tractor and trailer to Arrival Heights to erect this
3 metre by 3 metre hut, I asked Flying Officer Bill Cranfield
if we could fly over the area and I could plot a possible track
to reach the top. Sitting beside Bill in the Auster aircraft,
I saw from the air a way through the hills and at the same
time had a wonderful view from up above of the American
station and our own Scott Base with aircraft hangar. Erecting
the pre-fabricated hut at Arrival Heights was fairly straight
forward and I, with one of my team, prepared the hut for
the scientific equipment later to be installed.
Continued over

Randle Heke with hanger showing ex-railway tarpaulins with
“condemned” written on them. Image courtesy Randle Heke.
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In conjunction with the Scott Base 50th anniversary
celebration, Prime Minister Helen Clark officially opened a
new Arrival Heights facility on 20 January 2007. Reference
to opening of the new Arrival Heights and can be found in
Antarctic, volume 25, no 1.
I remember the wonderful view from Arrival Heights
across McMurdo Sound to the snow covered Royal Society
Range and the sea area below half of which was frozen over
with two American ice breakers tied to the sea ice. Looking
north towards the entrance to the Sound, I could see icebergs
in the distance and Cape Bird, the home of thousands of
penguins. There was an eerie silence as I gazed across the
Sound except for the occasional sounds drifting up from
the American base below, and the deceptive distance
between landmarks. An object could look quite closed but
was really much further away.
I had the opportunity along with other members
from Scott Base to climb to the top of Observation Hill,
a historical monument above the American base. It was
an emotional moment standing on the top of this hill and
to look out upon the sheer beauty of this area of the Ross
Dependency and to read on the weathered wooden cross the
immortal words from Tennyson’s Ulysses poem “to strive to
seek and find and not to yield”
Having completed our assignments, it was now time
for the construction party to return to New Zealand
and we boarded the Endeavour for the journey home.
Unfortunately the Endeavour was steadfastly held in the sea
ice and the ship was unable to move. A distress call to a
close-by American ice-breaker came to our rescue and using
its powerful motors it soon released us and we were on our
way There was more to come for us as we moved into the
channel. The sea around us was starting to freeze and it
was a phenomenal sight as the surface of the pancake ice
glittered in the gloomy atmosphere. In a short space of time,
the flows of pancake ice would congeal and form solid ice
and eventually block the entrance into the Bay.
It was certainly the time to leave this area
of the Ross Sea and only icebreakers
could survive staying longer with the
on-coming Antarctic winter.

In October of 1960, I was asked to go to Apia, Western
Samoa to build a High Commission Office, an official
residence for the High Commissioner and five houses for
the diplomatic staff. Having spent over a month working
in mostly cold temperatures of Antarctica, I was now in
Western Samoa where the tropical temperatures seldom fell
below 30ºC. Initially I did feel the heat but gradually became
acclimatised. The accommodation yet to be built was in
preparation for Western Samoa becoming an independent
nation and using mainly Samoan labour I completed the
project after three years.
On returning to New Zealand, I was involved in
other major projects both in New Zealand and overseas
and nearing the end of my career, I was appointed Chief
Building Officer in the head office of the Ministry of Works
and Development.
Thirty five years later, my contribution to polar
construction was recognised with a 2178 metre high
mountain peak in the Cathedral Range bearing my
surname Heke Peak. This recognition also reflects upon
my Ma-ori heritage and that of a well know Ma-ori chief
Hone Heke. Very close to my peak is another named after
Tuati or John Sacs, a Ma-ori who was reputedly the first
New Zealander to sight the shores Antarctica when he
sailed on an American expedition led by Lieutenant Charles
Wilkes of the United States Navy between 1838 and 1842.
It was a great honour to have a geographical feature named
after me alongside so many mountains and glaciers named
for distinguished Antarcticans.
It was my experience in the Antarctic and Pacific Islands
along with acceptance of responsibility and commitment to
the projects I was involved in that enabled me to reach the
pinnacle of my professional building career.

Randle Heke with Sir Edmund Hillary, 1957.
Image courtesy Randle Heke.
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What Happened to
Miss Gallagher?
By Frank Graveson

In late October 1962, I flew to McMurdo in a US Navy Super Constellation.
We were collected by the TAE Sno-Cat and we lurched off to Scott Base – one of the
few all-male bastions left on earth.
Imagine my amazement when, on
stepping into A-Hut, I was confronted
by a woman, who gave me a crooked
but welcoming smile. She was wearing
a checked skirt, a khaki shirt and a
floral headscarf. Closer inspection
showed that, in spite of her cheerful
smile, she had a broken nose,
a dislocated arm, and no fingers on her
left hand, multiple cuts and abrasions
and no shoes.
Her history is shrouded in
mystery. Where did she come from?
I have seen photographs establishing
that she was there during the 1961
winter but have no more details.
Nor have I been able to discover who
applied the anatomical details said to
have been obtained from the American
doctor’s text book. The suggestion that
it was the US Navy chaplain cannot
be verified.
She was a frequent dancing
partner at Scott Base parties but
became damaged and dishevelled
during various kidnap attempts by the
Americans from over the hill. Her torn
skirt was able to be repaired, but her
top needed to be replaced – by a US
Navy khaki shirt, which had the name
“Gallagher” stencilled over the pocket.
The name stuck.
By the time we arrived at Scott
Base, she was considered damaged
goods and she stood ignored, by
the stove in A-Hut. Sometime in
November, while I was on nightwatch, I was instructed by the leader,
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Ron Tinker, to “take her and stuff
her down the tide crack”. The next
day I was rudely shaken from my
bunk with an urgent instruction
to go and retrieve her. Apparently
Graham Billing, our Public Relations
Officer, had written a sob story
for the newspapers about “poor
Miss Gallagher” and the concern of
Scott Base staff that she was in such a
distressed state. He went on to say that
we would like her to be refurbished,
preferably as a blonde. This resulted in
a friendly Christchurch firm offering to
undertake the restoration if she could
be returned to New Zealand.
I must have had a premonition,
because, instead of stuffing her
irretrievably down the tide crack,
I had hidden her in the ice caves, from
which she was readily recovered and
somehow dispatched northwards and

then forgotten. It was with some
surprise that, many weeks later, we
opened a crate (from the “new”
Endeavour’s second voyage?) to find a
totally transformed Miss Gallagher.
Not only did she have a new head
of permed blonde hair, but also new
eyelashes, a fixed, flashy, insincere
smile, a stylish navy-blue velvet dress
and a sparkling diamond brooch.
Her complexion was flawless, and

Photograph taken after the rescue of
Miss G from the ice cave and before her
makeover in Christchurch. Photograph by
Guy Mannering, courtesy Frank Graveson.
Clockwise from bottom right:Frank Graveson, Field Assistant
Eric Gatland, Senior Science Technician
Ray Dibble, Scientist
Bill Doull, Electrician
George Lewis, Science Technician
Leith Glogoski, Diesel Mechanic
Don Webster, Science Technician
Fred McLea, Radio Operator
Miss Gallagher, Hostess
Bill Goss, Carpenter
Bob Taylor, NZ Army
Trevor Ancell, Science Technician
Arnold Heine, Glaciologist
Graham Billing, Journalist
Len Louden, Mechanic
Tom Hayward , MOW Supervisor.
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scarlet fingernails accentuated her
repaired fingers. We were appalled.
In spite of the generous efforts of
the repair team, she had lost all her
personality and we had no interest
in returning her to her former role in
A-Hut. The crate was resealed and
she was banished from our thoughts.
It was in the late winter that I dug
myself into the Non-Magnetic Hut.
Why, I have no idea – it was a place for
the scientists and they never visited it.
Perhaps Ron knew that it hadn’t been
checked for ages. It was pitch dark,
I had a lantern, and as I forced open
the door, I was confronted by a strange
blonde woman wearing a blue frock.
She flashed me a fixed, insincere smile
as my heart stopped and then started
beating at 1000 to the minute from

Volume 28, No 3 and No 4, 2010

the adrenalin rush. “Sorry,” I said as
I hastily backed out and slammed the
door shut, before realizing just who
she was: the lost and unlamented
Miss Gallagher.
In my panic, I had dropped the
lantern and, shaking, I raced back to
the security of the base to report my
discovery. No one else seemed at all
interested, and anyway, the element
of surprise had gone. I never ventured
back to the Non-Magnetic Hut and
very soon other exciting adventures
occupied my time and I thought of her
no more.

. . . until decades later at the Scott
Base 50th anniversary dinner at Wigram
Air Force Museum, I sat beside Frank
Beech, winter-over chef from 1962 and
happened to ask the question, “Does
anyone know what happened to Miss
Gallagher?” Unfortunately the fate of
Miss Gallagher is currently unknown.
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Alison McKellar ropes
up for an AFT exercise.
Image courtesy Anne Hunter.
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Polar Inheritance
By Anne Hunter (McDonald)

Sharing names with an icy glacier or a snow-crusted mountain offers
no inherited tangible benefit, but it has significant meaning for
Alison McKellar and me – Anne Hunter nee McDonald. Two geographical
features, the McKellar Glacier and Mt McDonald, were named after our
paternal grandfathers in the 1960s, acknowledging their roles in Antarctic
exploration. Ian McKellar was part of the International Geophysical Year,
while Bill McDonald was of the Heroic Era.
The GCAS course (Graduate Certificate
in Antarctic Studies, which is now postgraduate course PCAS) at the University
of Canterbury forges links between people
with a passion for Antarctica, but when
we met at the start of the 2006–07 course,
Alison and I found that we were already
linked: we were predestined for an interest
in the Ice.

While Alison was aware of the McKellar
Glacier, she had not managed to locate
it on a map. I pointed out my namesake,
Mt McDonald, at the head of the Trafalgar
Glacier inland from Cape Hallett. Much
to our surprise, we found the McKellar
Glacier in the same corner of the map, thus
linking our grandfathers geographically.
Ian McKellar’s geological survey work
in 1957–58 laid the foundations for the
naming of both features.

Continued over
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Crew members on Terra Nova. Bill McDonald standing at right.
Image courtesy Anne Hunter.

Ian Charles McKellar
(1919–1986)
Ian McKellar, born in Dunedin,
developed a love of climbing and
tramping as a young geology student
at Otago University. After graduating
in 1942, he was employed by
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research (DSIR) as a physicist and
later as a geophysicist. From 1948 until
retirement in 1980, he worked for the
New Zealand Geological Survey where
his work involved regional mapping,
Quaternary geology and glaciology,
and engineering geology in diverse
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‘Ross Hilton’ Hotel: Bill Burton, Mortimer McCarthy, and Bill McDonald at
McMurdo Station in 1963. Photograph courtesy United States Navy.

local and overseas environments,
including Antarctica.
Ian and his wife Mary raised a
family of three in Invercargill and
Dunedin. Of their two sons, Peter
McKellar, Alison’s father, “would have
liked to go to Antarctica”, but it was
her uncle, Donald McKellar, who went
as Scott Base meteorologist for the
1982–83 season.
In the summer of 1957–58, the
first official New Zealand Government
expedition to the New Zealand
administered Ross Dependency was
mounted. Planned by the Geological
Survey of the DSIR, the objective was

to make topographic and geological
maps of the area between Robertson
Bay and the Lady Newnes Ice Shelf.
Previous survey work in these regions
had been carried out by Borchgrevink
in 1900, Campbell’s Northern Party
in 1911, and David’s Magnetic Pole
journey in 1908. The eight-man party
included Ian McKellar and leader Dr
H. G. Harrington as two of the four
geologists. Three surveyors and a
stores officer completed the team of
experienced mountaineers. Peter recalls
his father’s account of the expedition:
“when they climbed to the top of the
ridge, they thought they were going to
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Gerald Lensen and Ian McKellar (front) digging a snow pit.
Photograph by Arnold Heine.

look out on to the Antarctic Plateau,
but instead they found more ridges.
He felt as if they were one of the last
groups of people in the world to not
know what they were climbing into.”

First New Zealand Government expedition to the Ross Dependency: Bryce Wood,
Larry Harrington, Ian McKellar, Gerald Lensen in 1957. Photograph by Arnold Heine.

The party left Lyttelton on USS
Atka on 22 November 1957 and
then flew from McMurdo to Cape
Hallett (363 km) in mid-December.
The geologists made a six-day reconnaissance northwards across the sea ice
of Moubray Bay. When they were still a
day’s sledging from Hallett Station on
their return, the sea ice began to break
up, so two Weasels were sent to rescue
them. The surveyors worked from key
points around Hallett until the party
reunited for Christmas.
An advance base on a glacier (now
the Edisto Glacier) was established
with the assistance of two American

Weasels and their drivers to pull the
heavily laden sledges. The surveyors
climbed Football Saddle, from where
they looked down on a glacier (the
Tucker Glacier), which seemed to offer
a route inland.
Meanwhile, the geologists mapped
Edisto Inlet. On 10 January 1958, the
whole team set out for four weeks on
the crevassed, ten-mile-wide Tucker
Glacier. They generally hauled their
sledges and made camp one day,
then worked the following day. They
established survey stations, mapped
geology, dug snow pits, collected
lichens, mosses, and insects, and made
Continued over

Man-hauling was a major feature of our grandfather’s
expeditions and was tried in a minor way during GCAS.
Image courtesy Anne Hunter
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weather observations. The last survey
station was made about halfway up
the glacier, but the geologists travelled
a further 32 km, where they climbed
Mt Shadow and Mt Midnight. From
the summit of Midnight, 1830 metres
above the glacier and 106 km hard slog
from Football Saddle, they marvelled
at the peaks of the Admiralty Range.
In February the team spent
ten days on the summit ridge of
the 32 km-long Hallett Peninsula,
before departing on 19 February on
the USS Glacier for Lyttelton,
New Zealand. They had made
an extensive topographical and
geological survey, enabling accurate
maps to be compiled, and laying the
foundations for further exploration.
The geologists had man-hauled
their sledges about 490 km, and
the surveyors about 400 km.
The work of Ian McKellar and
his team was the basis for further
topographic and geological survey.
Planned for the following season,
it was thwarted by ice conditions
until 1962–63 when aircraft were
employed to land the exploring parties.

There were three aims for this season:
the Antarctic Division would examine
the area west of Wood Bay, and the
area west of Terra Nova Bay using
dog-sledging parties. The third aim
was for the Federated Mountain Clubs
(FMC) of New Zealand to explore the
country just south of the area mapped
in 1957–58.
The FMC expedition of eight men,
led by surveyor J. M. Millen, was
flown to a plateau near the head of the
Pearl Harbour Glacier, 100 miles west
of Hallett Station. Working in two
teams, they sledged north-west as far
as Leitch Massif, and south-east to Mt
Aorangi near the head of the Trafalgar
Glacier. Mt McDonald was the name
given to a peak (2470 m) in this region,
with Mt McCarthy and Mt Burton
nearby. The names of the 1957–58
party were given to features mostly
in the surrounding area: McKellar,
Wood, Lensen, Hearfield, Fitzgerald
and Croll Glaciers, Mt Harrington,
and on White Island, Mt Heine.
The McKellar Glacier, at 29 to 32 km
long and 2.4 km wide, lies north of
the Pearl Harbour Glacier.

William (Bill) McDonald
(1894–1978)
Nearly 50 years before Ian
McKellar hauled his sledge over
Antarctic ice fields, Bill McDonald
hauled his as he “sledged provisions”
from ship to shore. Nineteen-year-old
Bill had signed on as Able Seaman on
the Terra Nova for the second and
third voyages of the British Antarctic
Expedition, 1910–13.
The Second Voyage, 1911–12,
resupplied the expedition members in
preparation for another winter on the
Ice, and relocated the scientific parties
who were carrying out various projects,
as the British Antarctic Expedition
(BAE) was about science as well as
attempting the South Pole. Campbell’s
Northern Party was embarked at Cape
Adare on 4 January 1912 and a few
days later, landed at Terra Nova Bay
for a planned six-week survey. As the
Terra Nova was unable to negotiate
the ice conditions to pick the party up,
the six men were stranded for another
winter. The Third Voyage, 1912–13,
returned all surviving members of the

Map of Cape Hallett & Tucker Glacier region, with McKellar Glacier & Mt McDonald labelled. Photograph by the United States Geological Survey.
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expedition to Lyttelton, New Zealand, along
with the sad news of the demise of Scott and
the Polar Party.
After the expedition, Bill married his
sweetheart Mary (Polly) shortly before
leaving for Gallipoli, where he was injured
and eventually invalided home. He worked
in the Customs Department until retirement.
The couple raised their family of four in
Christchurch; my parents and I have always
lived here as well. My cousin Ross McDonald
repeats a tale which Grandad used to tell him
as a wide-eyed youngster: “we would cut a
propeller shape from an empty bully beef
tin, capture a skua, and tie the propeller on
to one leg. The bird would fly away with the
propeller whizzing!”
In 1963 Bill made his third trip to
Antarctica, when he and the two other
surviving members of the BAE (Mortimer
McCarthy and Bill Burton) sailed on the
Arneb, courtesy of the US Navy. Sledge hauling
did not feature this time, as the three elderly
sailors were ferried by ship or helicopter to
their old stamping grounds in the Ross Sea.
Antarctica remained an important aspect
of the McDonald family. The elder of Bill and
Polly’s two sons was named Robert (Bob)
Falcon Scott McDonald while the younger son,
my father, is Alan William McDonald. Alan
was employed for 40 years with Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) at Christchurch International
Airport, and as such was involved with
Operation Deep Freeze (ODF), particularly
in the air/ground/air communications. He
“did many a shift listening, communicating
and liaising, very often enduring very poor
communication conditions.”
Bill McDonald, through his part in the
BAE, helped enable the mapping of the Victoria
Land coast. Ian McKellar’s survey expanded
the map inland, laying the foundations of
further exploration which ultimately named
McKellar Glacier and Mt McDonald.
The two features occupy the same corner of the
Cape Hallett map, about 40 km apart.
The two ‘old Antarcticans’ have been linked
for a long time, and now two ‘new’ ones have,
with the help of Gateway Antarctica and
Antarctica New Zealand acknowledged their
own links via the GCAS course. Alison and
I share a proud polar inheritance.
Volume 28, No 3 and No 4, 2010

Anne Hunter at Scott’s cross on Observation Hill.
Image courtesy Anne Hunter.
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Louis Bernacchi, a Pioneer
Antarctic Scientist
by Andrew Atkin

In January 1904, Louis Bernacchi,
physicist to the Discovery
expedition received mail via
the relief ships Morning and
Terra Nova. One letter, from the
expedition’s mentor, Sir Clements
Markham, president of the Royal
Geographical Society commenced:
My Dear Bernacchi
You will be the only person
who ever passed three
winters in Antarctic regions,
and there are certainly very
few who have done such
diligent painstaking work for
science in the face of such
tremendous difficulties…
By the age of twenty-seven
Bernacchi had been recruited to
three Antarctic expeditions and
made significant contributions to
Borchgrevink’s Southern Cross
(1898–1900) and Scott’s Discovery
(1901–1904) expedition’s scientific
programmes. Paradoxically he
remains an obscure figure in the
histories of Antarctic science and
exploration. Who was he, what
were his legacies and why is he
not better known?
Studio portrait of Louis Bernacchi probably taken around the time of his
bid for parliament in 1910/11. Photograph courtesy Andrew Atkin.
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Promotional postcard with political slogans on Adélie
penguin breasts with image of Bernacchi looming
overhead. Photograph courtesy Andrew Atkin.

Louis Charles Diego Bernacchi was born close to Brussels
in November 1876 and was only seven when his family
migrated to Tasmania, Australia. His father, Diego, was
from a wealthy, well-educated and intellectual Italian family
of textile millers. The family settled on Maria Island on the
east coast of Tasmania where Diego struggled to establish
sericulture (mulberry plantations for silk worm husbandry),
vineyards and pastoral activities. Thousands of grape vines
had been established by 1886 but the schemes ultimately
failed. Louis was schooled at home on the island then,
at age twelve, was admitted to the Hutchins School in
Hobart. In 1895 he commenced training in astronomy and
magnetic studies at the Melbourne Observatory under the
tutorship of the Government astronomer, Pietro Baracchi.
It is probable that Diego arranged this informal traineeship.
Bernacchi had a lifelong interest in Antarctica. It was
strategy, not luck that found him well connected, suitably
trained and available for the role of physicist when
expeditions were recruiting. Louis was to have joined
Adrien de Gerlache’s Belgian Antarctic Expedition (Belgica)
at Melbourne in March 1898; however the ship became
ice bound during its first Antarctic season on the Antarctic
Peninsula and never made it to Melbourne or the Ross Sea
Volume 28, No 3 and No 4, 2010

“Bernacchi maintained a long involvement
with institutions related to polar science and
Antarctica such as the Royal Geographical
Society, the British Association and the Antarctic
Club and he retained personal connections with
shipmates, other Antarcticans and scientists.”
as planned for the second season. This meant that Louis was
available for the position of physical scientist on Carsten
Borchgrevink’s Southern Cross expedition.
This change was lucky as Louis probably completed a
more significant and extensive program of scientific work
through the year’s confinement at Cape Adare than would
have been possible on the summer cruise of the Belgica.
As the expert photographer on the Southern Cross he took
many images of the expedition and these are now archived
in the Norwegian Polar Institute (Norsk Polarinstitutt-NPI).
Bernacchi returned to England with the Southern Cross
and lectured on the Topography of South Victoria Land to
the Royal Geographical Society in 1901. He also rapidly
wrote and published his book, To the South Polar Regions.
Continued over
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Some historians consider this narrative of the Southern
Cross expedition to be far superior to the official version
written by Borchgrevink.
Bernacchi was then almost immediately recruited
for Scott’s Discovery expedition. He was charged with
responsibility for the internationally collaborative
terrestrial magnetism programme. In addition, he was also
responsible for seismology, the determination of the value
of gravity using pendulum apparatus, auroral observations,
electrostatic measurements and astronomy. During the
second winter Bernacchi edited the South Polar Times and
later made significant contributions to the expedition’s

official physical science reports. Although Skelton was
the official photographer for the Discovery expedition
some of Bernacchi’s images were later published in the
scientific reports. It was many years later, in 1938, that
he finally published Saga of the Discovery that chronicled
the expedition and mercantile history of the famous ship.
A large portion of the book is devoted to Bernacchi’s
experience on the 1901–1904 expedition. Bernacchi did not
return to Antarctica after the Discovery expedition although
he did have an ongoing interest in Antarctic science and
expeditions throughout his life.

The replica sledging pennant.
Photograph courtesy Andrew Atkin.

Photograph from Bernacchi’s lecture tour promotional brochure
showing Royds and Louis atop an ice mound with pennants flying
and sledge in foreground. Probably taken at the turn around point
on his south-eastern “barrier” trip in November/December 1903.
Photograph courtesy Andrew Atkin.
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After Antarctica, Bernacchi undertook various private
expeditions to Africa, South America and South-East Asia to
develop his interest in rubber plantations before ultimately
settling in England. Although his father was Italian, his
mother Flemish and his grandmother Spanish he perceived
himself as an Englishman. He married Winifred Harris; an
Englishwoman from a well-regarded rural family in February
1906 with Captain Robert Falcon Scott as his best man.
Bernacchi also twice unsuccessfully stood for parliament.
He enjoyed Athenaeum Club membership, engaged in the
sport of fencing, took extensive international travel and in
spite of constant financial worries, managed to live a life of
gentlemanly leisure on the profits of the rubber plantations.

After serving as a patrol boat commander in the Royal
Naval Volunteer Reserve during World War I he intended to
organise and lead his own Antarctic expedition in 1925. This
never went ahead due to lack of financial support. Bernacchi
did however organise the initial development of tracked
vehicles, which were, as reported in the Times of London,
successfully trialled in 1925. It is thought that Bernacchi
paid for the development of the vehicles with his personal
funds. Bernacchi next came into public view as a key figure
in the organisation of the Polar Exhibition in Westminster
during 1930. During World War II he again served in the
Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, this time in a technical
capacity until his death in 1942. Bernacchi maintained a
long involvement with institutions related to polar science
and Antarctica such as the Royal Geographical Society, the
British Association and the Antarctic Club and he retained
personal connections with shipmates, other Antarcticans
and scientists.
Bernacchi left a considerable legacy including publishing
a number of books and many scientific and geographic
articles, including A Very Gallant Gentleman; a biography
of Captain Oates, and The Polar Book, a collection
of essays on the state of polar scientific knowledge in 1930.
Continued over
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He also wrote book reviews and passed commentary in
public forums on polar related topics. Although his writing
style did not always accord with the standards of the day the
books sold well. Other legacies include diaries, artefacts and
correspondence held in museum and library and archives.
Bernacchi’s Tasmanian connection is signified by the bronze
statue of Louis and his dog Joe located at Sullivan’s Cove
on the Hobart waterfront, while in Antarctica various
topographic features are named for him including Bernacchi
Head on Franklin Island, and Cape Bernacchi on the coast
of Victoria Land.
Bernacchi slipped out of public view after the reports
from the Discovery expedition were finally published and
he seemed to struggle to keep a reputation as an important
figure in Antarctic exploration and science. The most
significant factor determining Bernacchi’s seemingly lowly
place as a figure in Antarctic science was the abundance of
exceptional scientists on subsequent expeditions. The names
of Bruce, Charcot, Debenham, Priestly, Simpson, Mawson
and Taylor represented the pinnacle of scientific expertise of
the time. Bernacchi made a valuable contribution to early
science on the Ice but his reputation was eclipsed and his
interesting life remains obscure.
Studio portrait of Louis in court dress with polar medals, sword and slight grin.
Signed in attractive copperplate – 1906. Photograph courtesy Andrew Atkin.

Photograph taken by Louis Bernacchi of the bow of Southern Cross in St Katharine’s dock prior to departure. Louis Charles Bernacchi collection. Canterbury Museum:1979.205.2
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Scientists Probe Beneath
Antarctic Ice Shelves
NIWA scientists look below Antarctic ice shelves to investigate the polar ocean system using a
new high-tech probe. The new Ice Tethered Profiler (ITP) places NIWA at the forefront of polar
oceanography. It gives scientists insight into the interaction between the ocean, Antarctica’s
sea ice, and ice shelves – thereby unlocking mysteries in Antarctic polar oceanography.
The ITP consists of a surface capsule
that sits on top of a large area of ice
floating on the surface of the sea. It
supports a plastic-jacketed wire rope
tether that extends through the ice, and
down into the ocean. It is weighted at
the bottom. A cylindrical underwater
instrument mounts on this tether and
cycles vertically along it, carrying
oceanographic sensors through the
water column. The ITP underwater
vehicle profiles up and down the wire

rope tether on a pre-programmed
schedule
sampling
the
water’s
temperature, and salinity properties.
After each one-way profile, the data set
is transferred between the underwater
vehicle, and the surface module through
the wire-rope tether using an inductive
modem, and from the surface module to
shore via satellite.
NIWA transported the ITP to
Antarctica where it was deployed by
NIWA scientist Craig Stewart, and

Tim Haskell from Industrial Research
Limited (IRL). The very first set of
data gathered from below the ice
using the ITP was sent via satellite on
19 November 2010. It will provide
NIWA with the first-ever year-round
data set of what is happening beneath
the ice in McMurdo Sound. The ITP
collects temperature and salinity
profiles. This information is relayed in
real-time, via satellite, to the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute website.
Continued over

Ice Tethered Profiler being deployed in Antarctica
by NIWA and Antarctica New Zealand staff.
Mount Erebus in the background.
Image courtesy Craig Stewart, NIWA.
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“In the Northern Hemisphere, the Arctic has lost vast amounts
of its sea ice. In the Southern Hemisphere, such changes have
so far largely appeared along the Antarctic Peninsula. Predictions
for the next century could see Antarctic annual mean sea ice
decrease by 24%, so it is important that interactions between
sea ice and both atmosphere and ocean are understood.”
Mike
Williams
of
NIWA
believes that this will lead to a better
understanding of the interactions
between the ice sheet, the oceans, and
what contribution this is making to
sea-level rise. Using this technology
scientists will try to understand how
the ice shelf interaction is changing
over time.
In the Northern Hemisphere, the
Arctic has lost vast amounts of its sea
ice. In the Southern Hemisphere, such
changes have so far largely appeared
along the Antarctic Peninsula.
Predictions for the next century could
see Antarctic annual mean sea ice
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decrease by 24%, so it is important
that interactions between sea ice
and both atmosphere and ocean are
understood.
The Ross Sea is fresher than it was
30 years ago, because the Antarctic ice
sheet has been melting, and putting
more freshwater into the ocean. The
warmer the water, the faster the ice
melts, so what scientists are starting to
see is warmer parcels of water making
their way to the coast, and starting to
increase the ice-shelf melt in coastal
Antarctica.
Polar regions are where climate
change is happening most rapidly.

It is well understood in the Arctic,
but in Antarctica scientists don’t
really understand why they are not
getting the same response. Antarctic
measurement programmes are decades
behind what’s happening in the Arctic,
and the ITP provides a chance to start
catching up.
The ITP was developed by
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute,
funded by NIWA, and its deployment
is supported by Foundation for
Research, Science and Technology,
and Antarctica New Zealand. It is
the second ITP to be deployed in
Antarctica.
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Southern Ocean
Reveals Role in
Greenhouse
Gas Regulation
The fossil record from oceans around New Zealand
reveals a sudden discharge of carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere at the end of the last Ice Age,
raising the possibility that a similar process may
occur as a result of global warming.

Scientists on the National Science
Foundation ship the RV Roger Revelle
collecting sediment cores in 2005.
Photograph courtesy Phil Shane.
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Scientists discovered that carbon
dioxide cycles between the oceans and
the atmosphere and that rising global
temperatures cause the release of carbon
dioxide from the deep ocean into the
air. According to scientist Phil Shane,
from the School of Environment at The
University of Auckland new research has
found that the release of carbon dioxide
from the Southern Ocean at the end of
the last Ice Age was much faster than
anticipated – on a scale of hundreds
rather than thousands of years.
Human activities are pumping
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere at
an unprecedented rate and the build
up of this important greenhouse gas
is believed to contribute to global
warming. It is also forcing much more
carbon dioxide into the sea. If the
natural process of global warming
at the end of the last glacial period
caused the sudden release of extra
carbon dioxide from the oceans into
the air, there is reason to believe that a
similar process might occur as a result
of manmade global warming, further
adding to the problem.
The research, published in the
journal Nature, was conducted by
scientists from the United States, Spain
and New Zealand, who examined
ocean sediment cores from the Bay of
Plenty and the Chatham Rise. Shane
determined the chemical ‘fingerprint’
of volcanic ash layers within the cores,
providing crucial information about the
age of the sediments.
Carbon dioxide is naturally
exchanged between the atmosphere
and oceans. Carbon dioxide naturally
dissolves into the ocean, where the
carbon is incorporated into plankton at
the surface. Dead plankton sinks to the
sea floor and is consumed by scavengers,
turning the carbon back into carbon
dioxide. The gas remains trapped in the
cold, heavy water moving across the
sea floor until it reaches a place where
natural upwelling pulls it back to the
surface. Once at the surface, depending
on the relative concentrations of carbon
Volume 28, No 3 and No 4, 2010

dioxide in the air and sea, it can come
out of solution and return to the
atmosphere (degassing).
During periods of low global
temperatures, oceanic circulation is
much slower and carbon is trapped
on the bottom of the ocean for longer,
meaning it is not available to return to
the atmosphere. This is thought to be
one reason why atmospheric carbon
dioxide levels were much lower during
the last Ice Age than at present.
Over time, carbon trapped on
the sea floor ‘ages’, losing natural
radioactivity that can only be produced
by exposure to the sun, whereas carbon
in the atmosphere remains ‘young’.
Scientists can trace the age of carbon in
sea water many thousands of years ago
by examining fossilised plankton that
grew in that water and became trapped
in sediments on the sea floor.
In the present study the researchers
examined microfossils in relatively
shallow ocean sediments from the
Southern Ocean around New Zealand,
close to locations where deep water
naturally wells up, mixes with surface
water and releases carbon dioxide
back into the atmosphere (degassing).
Microfossils found in these locations
recorded the age of the water just
after it had finished mixing and
releasing carbon dioxide. By examining

radiocarbon levels they could ‘age’ the
water the fossils had grown in.
Previous research by the same
team had confirmed that water in the
deep ocean during the last Ice Age was
very ‘old’, having been trapped there
for some time. By comparing the deep
and shallow cores the scientists could
track the movement and degassing of
the old water that had been trapped on
the bottom as it came up to the surface,
driven by rising temperatures and
accelerating ocean currents.
They expected to see the old
water from the depths gradually
returning to the surface throughout
the transition from the Ice Age to the
current ‘interglacial’ period – a process
that began around 18,000 years ago
and ended 5000 to 6000 years later.
However, their results suggest that the
release of carbon dioxide from the deep
ocean into the atmosphere took place
very early in the transition period, within
the space of the first few hundred years.
The results contribute to scientists’
understanding of how the ocean
exchanges carbon dioxide with the
atmosphere as the climate changes,
and how the ocean might respond
to the current pattern of rising
temperatures and increasing carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.

The sediment core being split open and sampled. Scientist Phil Shane on left. Photograph courtesy Phil Shane.
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Body at the Melbourne Club

Bertram Armytage, Antarctica’s Forgotten Man
by David Burke
It seems a pity that the manner of a
man’s death is presumed to be the
most significant event in his life that
it gives rise to the title of this book.
Bertram Armytage, styled by the
author, David Burke, as “Antarctica’s
Forgotten Man” was a member of
Ernest Shackleton’s 1907–1909 British
Antarctic Expedition, given charge
of the ponies and later the Western
Party. He escaped death twice: once
from near water inundation when
exploring a shaft on one of Cape
Royds’ frozen lakes, once from
killer whales. Bertram was a man
of complex attributes, an expert
marksman and skilled horseman, from

a family connected intimately with
Australia’s wealthy Melbourne society,
who attended Geelong Grammar
School and Cambridge University,
and was decorated by Royalty for
his endeavours, but who left little of
personal records.
This book contains two stories.
One explores Bertram’s life and
death and the other is the author’s
quest to find out about this first
Australian born member of an
Antarctic expedition who, because
of a bushfire that consumed the
Armytage property of his grandnephew in 1944 which was believed
to contain all Bertram’s letters,

diary and papers, left only a solitary
newspaper interview to directly
access his judgment and beliefs.
Although the author’s voice
encroaches in his search to uncover
the aspects of Bertram’s life, and his
suppositions become repetitive and
pedantic, the story of a remarkable
man is revealed in a satisfying insight
into Bertram’s family history of
privilege in Melbourne, his sporting
prowess – Bertram rowed for Jesus
College at Cambridge and saw
himself as a sportsman – and his life
within the Antarctic expedition. The
recorded challenge of men living
together under extreme conditions

The Nimrod and her crew. Hayes Collection, Canterbury Museum: 146/56; 15807
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exposes an interesting insight into
their relationships, and into Bertram’s
personality. Difficult though it may
be to construct such a life from
circumstantial evidence and from
accounts of others, the journalistic
background of the author and the
work of his named researchers, while
somewhat intrusive within the text,
does disclose a great deal of Bertram’s
life. The historical evidence of the times
in which he lived adds another facet of
interest to his story.
There are many photographs that
add depth to this account. These range
from family photographs of Bertram,
his family and friends, to those taken in
Antarctica, which will be of particular
interest. These have been sourced from
National and State libraries of Australia
and personal collections including
that of the author, who had six visits
to Antarctica himself. This pictorial
evidence reveals much that is similar
to other members who were involved
in this expedition and thus will be
familiar to readers with knowledge of
the expedition’s story, and interesting
for the casual reader, but reveals only
informed supposition of insight into
Bertram himself.
Bertram did marry. Yet he
travelled to Antarctica with Shackleton
directly from a deer-stalking venture in
New Zealand, sending a farewell cable
to inform his wife and young daughter.
Bertram was often away: on service in
the Boer war, in shooting parties and
other male pursuits. After his long
sojourn exploring the Antarctic, he
left his family in England and returned
to Melbourne where he shot himself
in a carefully planned death in the
Melbourne Club that was a major
part of his sqattocracy family’s life.
The author postulates on Bertram’s
state of mind and gives reasons for his
presumed depression, loss of self worth
and sense of failure, and perhaps a less
than satisfactory marriage where an
affair concerning his wife is hinted at.
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This is a carefully researched book.
It includes the newspaper interview in
full that is the only personal primary
source, but the secondary sources used
to fill out his story do give a credible
account of Bertram Armytage’s life
and death. The author includes a
useful bibliography, index and glossary
of polar terms, which makes it very

accessible to the less scholarly reader,
while the acknowledgments and sources
are expansive and carefully noted.
David Burke. BODY AT THE MELBOURNE CLUB
Bertram Armytage, Antarctica’s Forgotten Man.
Wakefield Press, Kent Town, South Australia. 2009.
170 pages. ISBN: 978 1 86254 833 6 (pbk.).
Book reviewed by author and poet Sandy Bain.
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Seventh Journey
by Earl De Blonville

Australia’s reputation for Antarctic
exploration and research is well
known – if yet not fully documented
in a single volume. Not so wellknown is the country’s foray into the
Arctic that sea-kayaker/mountaineer/
expeditioner guide Earl de Blonville
describes in this book
The saga covers the author’s
seventh sea kayak expedition, and
coincidentally it targeted the seventh
journey of the legendary British
explorer Henry George ‘Gino’ Watkins
(1907–1932) that took place some 55
years earlier as the final fling of his
British Arctic Air Route Expedition
(BAARE 1930–31).
Watkins was a Cambridge scholar
of a somewhat diffident disposition
who, at the age of 20, organised his
first expedition to the Norwegian
Island of Edgeøya in the Barents Sea,
north of Norway. Over the next few
years he led teams to map areas of
Labrador and East Greenland and
to document the prevailing climatic
conditions. Although air travel was in
its infancy, Gino conceived the prospect
of an air route across the Arctic linking
Europe with America. After that, he
considered Antarctica and Mt Everest.
But the RGS disapproved, secured
sponsorship from US PanAm, and sent
him back to undertake more mapping
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and scientific work in East Greenland.
A few months later, he went off alone
in his sea kayak in search of seals for
food, and never returned.
The chance remark by a climbing
companion in Wales in 1977 gave
Australian Earl de Blonville the idea
of retracing Gino Watkins’ 1931 open
boat expedition. The thought firmed
up after he contacted a few people
who had travelled with Watkins or like
‘Bunny’ Fuchs of Trans-Antarctic fame,
were inspired by him. Nine years later,
the enterprise was underway, with
HRH the Prince of Wales and Lord
Shackleton as patrons, philanthropic,
political, and financial backers in
support, four sea-kayakers and a
couple of yachtsmen recruited, a 50
foot steel yacht under refit in Britain,
two film-makers eager to document
progress to satisfy investors, and a
reconnaissance trip by air undertaken.
The result is a well-written account
of the climatological and geographic
features of the physical environment,
and the ethnological, and political
features of the hardy Greenlanders and
Icelanders the expedition encountered
en route. It includes a graphic
coverage of the hardships that had
to be endured, and of the desperate
situations to be overcome. The film
(released internationally in 1987)
illustrated some of the chaotic events
that unfolded.
The story is told with a refreshing
honesty that obliges readers to consider
what they themselves might have done
in the challenging circumstances. It
sanitises neither the interpersonal
tensions that arose between the
personnel, nor the conflicts between
the ambitions of individuals and their
group commitment. It raises the moral
and practical responsibility of the

designated leader for all contingencies
– even for the failure of crucial gear
from the most reputable of suppliers.
For the first time, the story also
produced a plausible explanation
from the recollections of local Inuit
people for Watkins’ demise. To say
more would steal the thunder of a
harrowing adventure, full of twists and
turns, only a few of which, with 20/20
hindsight, might have been avoided.
The author has taken time to work
out answers to most of the problems
that arose on his seventh journey. I am
glad that he stopped short of proving
them in bullet-point form for readers
who might only want the short-cuts.
The book made me reflect on
the importance of ability, stability,
and compatibility in the selection of
personnel, and of leaders developing
a workable pattern of command to
suit their groups. It also highlighted
the need for them to seek reports early
from reliable independent referees to
cull out false claimants and misfits.
It also provided a number of pithy
sayings on which to reflect: e.g.
Exploration is curiosity in a sea
of uncertainty.
Expeditioners are morally obliged
to exclude all possibility of rescue.
Perfection is achieved, not when
there is nothing more to add, but
when nothing is left to take away.
The book and its author are to be
admired.
Seventh Journey. Melbourne; Bear Books, 2009.
ISBN: 978-0-9805830-0-7.
$55 RRP inc postage.
Available through www.earldeblonville.com
Book reviewed by A.J.W. (Tony) Taylor PhD,
DHC (Reims). Victoria University of Wellington.
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Ronald Garrick
14 November 1938 – 23 September 2010
Ron Garrick the fifth child of Andy and Myrtle Garrick was
bought up in Gore and attended Gore Main School and Gore
High School. Ron had an interesting and varied career and
was not only one of the “characters” in the New Zealand
Antarctic Programme, but also one of “nature’s gentlemen”.
Coming from a long family background in the
building industry, Ron served his apprenticeship then
began employment as a joiner/cabinet maker with L.H.
Greenfield. This was followed by digger operator in
Tapanui, as a car salesman and laying paving stones for
Gore Construction Company.
Over ten years Ron had six visits to Antarctica’s
Ross Sea region. As Carpenter Scott Base (1969–1970);
Assistant Maintenance Officer (AMO) and Carpenter Scott
Base (1978–1979) to complete the new biology laboratory
building; AMO Scott Base (1979–1980); Leader Vanda Station
(1982–1983) when the living accommodation was upgraded
with a new eight bunk hut and re-lining and insulation of the
mess hut; AMO Cape Hallett (1984–85) when old station
buildings were demolished and finally as the New Zealand
Antarctic Society “Hut Caretaker” at the Ross Island historic
huts (1986–1987).
He valued all his Antarctic visits and highlights
were, playing in a rugby match at Scott Base; escorting
HRH Prince Edward and Lady Thea Muldoon, wife of
New Zealand’s Prime Minister Sir Robert Muldoon at
Vanda Station in December 1983 and assisting a film crew.
A good relationship was enjoyed with Japanese scientists led
by the late Dr Tetsuya Torii. They “lived with us during the
period of alterations and were willing to help and accepted
the limited cooking facilities” stated Ron and “although
time was spent looking after these important visitors, it
proved beneficial to all concerned and every effort was made
to make their stay one of enjoyment and learning; despite
the usual invitation to join the Vanda swimming club.”
Ron had many interests including rugby and early
membership with 6th Southland Company of the Boys’
Brigade for which he received H.M. Queen’s Medals.
Together with his wife Audrey he also had a great passion
for Fiordland and Te Anau in particular. He built two boats
both named Celeidh, and with Audrey, went for eighteen
months to Borland Lodge Monowai as Hut Wardens.
They stayed there nine years.
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In 2000 they moved to Riverton where Ron retired
and although suffering illness in recent years, maintained
his Antarctic association. With Audrey he particularly
enjoyed Midwinter reunions with the Duvauchelle group,
when many amusing tales were told of his time at Vanda.
Ron is survived by his widow Audrey, son Sergeant
Lachy (Lachlan) New Zealand Police, sister Dale and
John Bennett of Gore.
Tribute provided by David L Harrowfield with assistance
from Audrey and Lachy Garrick and Paul Woodgate.
Ron Garrick. Image courtesy Lachy Garrick.
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Colin Bull
1928–2010
Colin Bull maintained a life-long
passion for Antarctica and Antarctic
science and participated in more
than 25 polar expeditions. Colin was
Senior Lecturer in Physics at Victoria
University of Wellington (VUW)
from 1956 to 1961 and leader of the
2nd VUW Antarctic Expedition in
1958–59. This expedition, which
was the first of many for Victoria
University, laid the foundations for the
reputation VUW now has for Antarctic
research. By dint of personality, vision
and administrative style he had a
lasting influence on Antarctic research
at VUW, and glaciology world-wide,
through his role as Professor and later
Dean at The Ohio State University.
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Bull’s academic career began
Birmingham University where he acquired
several degrees between 1945 and 1951.
He then led several expeditions to the
Arctic while a Cambridge PostDoctoral
Fellow. After marrying Gillian they
came to VUW. In 1961 he, Gillian and
family left VUW for The Ohio State
University (OSU) in Columbus, where
he became Assistant then Associate then
Professor of Geology, Director of the
Institute of Polar Studies (1965–69),
Chairman of Geology (1970–76) and
Dean of the Faculty of Mathematics
and Engineering (1976–86). He retired
with Gillian to become an Emeritus
Professor and Polar Bibliophile on
Bainbridge Island, near Seattle.

Colin Bull in 1972.
Image courtesy The Ohio
State University Archives.

In his career he attracted and
inspired a number of staff and graduate
students, including pioneering glacial
geologist John Mercer, glaciologists
Ian Whillans and Lonnie Thompson,
and VUW’s Peter Barrett. He attracted
VUW’s first Antarctic student, geologist
Peter Webb to become Chairman
of Geology at OSU for many years.
This added significantly to the
OSU-VUW connection, as Peter led
the US component of a partnership
with VUW in Antarctic offshore
scientific drilling in the period
1970–2001. While in Ohio Bull
actively recruited top scientists and
students to the university. After years
battling the Navy’s ban on transporting
female scientists to Antarctica, he
organised the first all-woman expedition;
joking that he had “… liberated a whole
continent for women”. According
to Bull’s last post-graduate student, OSU
glaciologist Lonnie Thompson, one of
Colin’s achievements was passing his
enthusiasm on to his students along
with the principle that “life is really an
adventure, and just because it hasn’t been
done, doesn’t mean it can’t be done.”
Colin passed away in his sleep
on 7 September 2010 during the first
night of cruise with Gillian to coastal
Alaska to visit past research areas.
His friend Peter Webb noted that
“Colin would be pleased to reflect on
the fact that both he and Shackleton
checked out while on a ship headed
into the high latitudes.” His name
and memory will remain strong in
Antarctic circles through both the
legacy of his work and the pass in
the Dry Valleys which bears his
name – Bull Pass.
Colin Bull is survived by his wife
Gillian and three children, Nicholas,
Rebecca and Andrew and four
grandchildren.
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Poets Corner
Nicolai’s Flag at
Canterbury Museum
Sandy Bain
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References:
Nicor – in Scandinavian mythology, a
sea-monster who eats sailors;
frozen music – is architecture;
frozen words – is a Greek classical refe
rence;
cold pigeon – is a message sent instead
of a love letter.
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Union Jack Flag taken by the Southern Cross expedition
to Cape Adare 1898. Canterbury Museum: A155.9
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Moonlit Ice
Dave Lucas
Ragged clouds that ride on the moon
Irreverent one eyed watcher
A lover’s gaze her
Luminescence ringed with rainbows tinge
Embracing the icescape
With silver caresses
Painting her with tender filigree threads
The venial touch of softness
Where
Dim imagination tingles
And earth’s spirits secretly possess.
Soft whispers
Through intense musky shadows
Tell to use that which words cannot speak
This land so ancient
Touched by soothing fingers of
Half felt moonbeams
We are
So alone, so alone, so alone
In the stillness
Where our spirit soars and glides
Through this lustrous tinted dream
This fragment in our time

The A-Frame hut burnt down in May 2009. Image courtesy Mike Mahon.

Written by Dave Lucas
A-Frame retreat
July 1994
-50º Celsius with a full moon
This poem is printed in memory
of the A-Frame which burnt
down in 2009.

The A-Frame Hut. Photograph by Nancy Cox,
Antarctica NZ Pictorial Collection: K401 07/08
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